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Products definition & your benefits



VIO Product Definition

▪ We provide VIO (Vehicle In Operation) data for a grand 
total of 77 countries with vehicle registration figures 
covering passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, 
heavy duty truck and buses.

▪ Moreover, historical and forecast data is available in 
addition to VIO and VIO data on a deeper geographical 
level (N.U.T.S.)

▪ To obtain the VIO figures per country, TecAlliance 
purchases reliable raw source data which is translated 
to the TecAlliance standard.



We support you with our VIO data in an early stage of your 
parts/product development process and product life cycle 
management.

Your Benefits

▪ Determine the sales potential of a certain part 
linked to a vehicle

▪ Understand if you can expand to other countries

▪ Analyse which makes/models are popular in a 
certain region (N.U.T.S.)

▪ Determine where you can allocate your 
warehouse hub



Vehicles In Operation highlights



VIO data highlights

▪ Fully specified make and model table (60+ attributes)

▪ Passenger Cars, Light Commercial Vehicles, Heavy 
Duty Trucks & Buses

▪ Linked to TecAlliance K and N-Type, Dutch license 
plates, MAM MMI V8 and ACES (VCDB)

▪ VIO Data on a deeper geographical level (N.U.T.S.)

▪ Data delivery in standardized format for all countries

▪ Global automotive expertise due to our local offices



TecAlliance global offices
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VIO data package products



VIO data packages products

▪ Current data on national level 
(PC/LCV/HCV)

▪ Current VIO data on geographical 
(N.U.T.S.) level (PC/LCV)

▪ Historical and Forecast VIO data on 
national level (PC/LCV)

▪ Tire fitment data (PC/LCV)



Country portfolio & region coverage



Country portfolio & region coverage

Europe

North America

South America

Africa

Oceania

Asia + Middle East

Countries: 5
Population: 510,5 million
VIO: 344 million
Coverage: 87%

Countries: 10
Population: 429,3 million
VIO: 81,2 million
Coverage: 88%

Countries: 37
Population: 822,5 million
VIO: 388 million
Coverage: 91%

Countries: 5
Population: 254,2 million
VIO: 28,2 million
Coverage: 76%

Countries: 2
Population: 30,4 million
VIO: 22,8 million
Coverage: 90%

Countries: 18
Population: 3,7 billion
VIO: 497 million
Coverage: 95%



Use cases



Use case - Current VIO data

I am a Product Manager and I am looking for data where I 
am able to:

▪ Know what my sales potential is for a certain part I have 
linked to a vehicle;

▪ Identify if there are high potential vehicles which I have not 
linked to a part yet;

▪ See if expanding my business to other countries make 
sense;

TecAlliance provides you with the data you seek!



Use case - Current VIO data N.U.T.S. level 

I am a Product Manager and I am looking for data where I 
am able to:

▪ Know in which regions specific cars/models are popular;

▪ Know where I should allocate my warehouse or distribution 
hub, close to my best market;

▪ Check where I should do specific marketing campaigns; 

TecAlliance provides you with the data you seek!



Use case - Historical and Forecast VIO data

I am a Product Manager and I am looking for data where I 
am able to:

▪ Forecast my potential sales;

▪ See historical development from a carpark; 

TecAlliance provides you with the data you seek!



Use case - Tire fitment data

I am a Product Manager and I am looking for data where I 
am able to:

▪ Have an insight in the tire usage and possible sales in that 
area;

TecAlliance provides you with the data you seek!



What‘s new for the future?



A renewed look into the future

▪ We are striving to enhance our services and 
consider the needs of our customers

▪ We are optimizing our processes to calculate more 
precise VIO figures and linkages to external 
standards

▪ We will develop a brand-new forecast model with 
an increased focus on country-specific trends and 
developments


